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Abstract—Tremendous efforts have been devoted to automating
software debugging, a time-consuming process involving fault
localization and repair generation. Recently, Large Language
Models (LLMs) have shown great potential in automated debug-
ging. However, we identified three challenges posed to traditional
and LLM-based debugging tools: 1) the upstream imperfection of
fault localization affects the downstream repair, 2) the deficiency
in handling complex logic errors, and 3) the ignorance of program
contexts. In this context, we propose the first automated, unified
debugging framework, FixAgent, via LLM agent synergy. FixA-
gent can perform end-to-end localization, repair, and analysis
of bugs. Our insight is that LLMs can benefit from general
software engineering principles recognized by human developers
in debugging, such as rubber duck debugging, enabling a better
understanding of program functionality and logic bugs. Hence,
we create three designs inspired by rubber ducking to address
these challenges. They are LLM agent specialization and synergy,
key variable tracking, and program context comprehension,
which request LLMs to provide explicit explanations and force
them to focus on crucial program logic information. Experiments
on the widely used dataset QuixBugs show that FixAgent cor-
rectly fixes 79 out of 80 bugs, 9 of which have never been fixed. It
also plausibly patches 1.9X more defects than the best-performing
repair tool on Codeflaws, even with no bug location information
and fewer than 0.6% sampling times. On average, FixAgent
increases about 20% plausible and correct fixes compared to its
base model using different LLMs, showing the effectiveness of
our designs. Moreover, the correctness rate of FixAgent reaches
remarkably 97.26%, indicating that FixAgent can potentially
overcome the overfitting issue of the existing approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an era where software systems are ubiquitous, permeating
every facet of modern life, the inevitability of software bugs
is a stark reality. These bugs, far from being mere nuisances,
have the potential to cause catastrophic failures [1]. Identifying
and rectifying these bugs falls upon developers, who must
be ensnared in the time-consuming and complex process of
debugging [2]. It is reported that developers usually spend
over 50% of their programming time on debugging, and the
cost of debugging amounts to billions of dollars per year [3].

The debugging demand calls for automated tools to relieve
the manual burden. Automated debugging generally consists
of two sequent stages: Fault Localization (FL) and Automated
Program Repair (APR). FL aims to identify precise buggy
statements and provide a ranked list of suspicious code lines,
often the first step in debugging. Classic FL analyzes test
outcomes to localize faults, using either statistical analysis [4]–
[6] or mutation analysis [7]–[9] to qualify the faulty likelihood

of code statements. Its effectiveness relies highly on human-
written test cases and is thus variable. On the other hand,
APR attempts to generate correct patches to replace faulty
code segments. Traditional APR explores the space of pos-
sible patches [10]–[12] built by pre-defined fix patterns or
synthesizes patches via symbolic execution [13], [14] based
on human-written test cases. However, the search spaces may
only contain very few correct patches [15], and such methods
require extensive customization to re-implement fix patterns
when transformed across different programming languages.
Learning-based techniques have shown promise in both areas.
Learning-based FL [16]–[19] models program behavior from
source code, execution features, and test outcomes to localize
bugs. Learning-based APR [20]–[22] often “translates” buggy
code snippets into fixes via neural machine translation (NMT),
despite its heavy reliance on high-quality bug-fix pairs for
training or fine-tuning [23]. Large Language Models (LLMs)
have been regarded as the most effective learning models for
coding-related tasks, including debugging. A recent study [24]
shows that directly applying LLMs can significantly outper-
form advanced APR techniques. Other LLM-based FL [19]
and APR studies [25]–[28] also obtain promising results.

However, both traditional and LLM-based debugging tools
still face three main challenges: 1) Imperfect fault localization
Previous studies assume off-the-shelf FL tools perfectly iden-
tify bug locations, so APR should only patch the suspicious
code statements. Yet, existing FL techniques show limited
effectiveness in practice [29], [30], and the performance of
APR could be largely biased by FL results [31]. 2) Struggling
with complex logic bugs. Though LLMs have shown human-
like logic understanding abilities [32], they still struggle to
repair complex logic errors, as debugging is a multi-step
reasoning process, which is challenging for models that rely
on pattern recognition rather than genuine thinking. When
the program structure is complex or poorly documented,
LLMs may perform even worse than small models [33]. 3)
Context ignorance. Debugging demands understanding both
the purpose and the broader operational context of a program,
including intended outcomes and potential side effects. Most
LLMs are trained on file-level source code, lacking the ability
to analyze dependencies. Plus, LLM-based APR considers the
code and test outcomes only, ignoring the informative program
contexts, such as variable scopes, function definitions, and
external libraries, limiting the debugging capability of LLMs.
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Our insight: LLMs closely mimic developers when per-
forming coding-related tasks, so they can benefit from general
software engineering principles. We adopt the principle of
rubber duck debugging (or rubber ducking), a debugging
method where developers articulate their code in spoken nat-
ural languages, often line by line. Inspired by rubber ducking,
we propose FixAgent, the first unified, automated debugging
framework via LLM multi-agent synergy.

Specifically, we create three main designs to address the
above challenges: 1) Specialized agent synergy. We first spe-
cialize two LLM agents to serve as a bug localizer and
program repairer, respectively, to complete multi-stage de-
bugging, followed by an extra LLM agent to analyze the
bug-repair pair. Each agent explains its work to a “rubber
duck” in detail. Their synergy delivers program repairs with
explanations without any prior bug locations. In addition,
the repairer may correct the mistakes made by the localizer,
i.e.,, patching code statements beyond those identified by the
localizer. If a plausible patch is generated and the changed
code elements are different from the localization, FixAgent
will adjust the localization results. Moreover, explaining to
a rubber duck separately guides the agents in focusing on
a specific task and better assists developers since over 85%
of developers want to know the rationale behind automated
debugging [34]. 2) Intermediate variable tracking. We prompt
each agent to explicitly track key variables at critical points
in the buggy program and discuss how such tracking guides
their task completion. This strategy forces agents to analyze
the code along the logic execution paths and provide more
bug-oriented explanations. We do not require a line-by-line
explanation as the original rubber ducking does because a
buggy program (with its context) can be very long, which may
degrade the performance of LLMs or even extend the window
length that LLMs can handle [35]. 3) Program context con-
struction. We construct the program context with respect to its
specifications and dependencies. The context is provided along
with the buggy program to FixAgent. Program specifications
can include a functionality description, input/output format
or examples, variable scopes, etc. Afterward, we parse the
dependencies between files inside a repository to align with
real-world projects. These two parts consist of the context. We
also encourage agents to analyze the buggy program against
the given context to obtain more attention to the context.

Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of Fix-
Agent. We compare FixAgent against 16 baselines, includ-
ing 10 state-of-the-art APR tools and 6 base LLMs. The
comparison experiments are conducted on two widely used
datasets, QuixBugs [36] and Codeflaws [37], written in three
programming languages (C, Python, and Java). Overall, FixA-
gent patches 2780 bugs (passing all test cases) out of 3982
defects on these two datasets, with an estimated correct-
ness rate of 96.5% on average. It outperforms all baselines
significantly, even without any prior bug locations, whereas
previous APR tools use ground-truth bug location information.
For QuixBugs, it correctly fixes 79 out of 80 real-world
bugs, including 10 bugs that have not been fixed before.

FixAgent fixes 24 more bugs than the best-performing APR
baseline (AlphaRepair). Plus, FixAgent patches 586 defects
than the best LLM competitor (GPT4) on Codeflaws. We also
conduct extensive ablation studies on Codeflaws and a recently
collected dataset, ConDefects (Python and Java), to mitigate
the threat of data leakage in LLM training. FixAgent can
fix 368 bugs out of 600 sampled bugs in ConDefects, with
375 plausibly patched. Results show that FixAgent performs
well using various LLMs, not limited to its original setting
(GPT4), and makes remarkable improvements compared to its
base model. The studies further demonstrate that each design
contributes to FixAgent positively.

Our main contributions are as follows:
• Direction: We are the first to propose that LLMs can benefit

from a software engineering principle, rubber ducking, to
enhance debugging performance.

• Approach: We designed the first automated, unified de-
bugging framework based on LLM multi-agent synergy,
inspired by rubber ducking. Our method can effectively
produce repairs and explanations without knowing bug
locations. The implementation is released at [38].

• Evalution: We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
FixAgent. The results show that FixAgent can significantly
outperform baselines on widely used datasets.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Terminology

Software debugging is the process of tracking and fixing
issues, such as bugs and vulnerabilities, where revising the
source code is essential. Code debugging involves Fault Local-
ization (FL), Automated Program Repair (APR), and possible
post-error review. FL attempts to precisely identify buggy
elements within a faulty program,through static or dynamic
analysis. It calculates the probability of each code element be-
ing buggy to automatically produce a ranked list of suspicious
code elements. Using this ranked list, APR then automatically
patches the identified buggy code segments, consisting of
patch generation and patch verification. A plausible patch
can pass all human-written test cases, and it is correct when
manually verified by developers.

Unified debugging [39] is a pioneering work that aims to
better combine FL and APR. It leverages repair information to
improve FL, believing that if a patch passes originally failing
cases, its patch locations should be highly correlated with the
groundtruth bug locations. Unified debugging highlights the
important connection between APR and FL, thereby applying
to our work. Differently, we aim to provide fixed programs
using an end-to-end solution, where the FL and APR have an
interactive but not determinative relationship. Such an archi-
tecture allows patching code elements beyond those localized
by FL, and the FL results can also be adjusted based on repairs.

Rubber duck debugging (aka. rubber ducking) is a debug-
ging method that forces developers to explain their code by
speaking out their expectations and the real implementation
to find the gap. The original rubber ducking requires ex-
plaining the code line by line, but following the essential



idea—breaking code into pieces and articulating them in
natural languages—can be beneficial already.

B. Large Language Models

Large Language Models (LLMs) have attained significant
advancements in natural language processing, including text
generation, conversational engagement, and logical reason-
ing [40]. LLMs is trained to predict tokens auto-regressively
within a given textual context. This paradigm facilitates the
unsupervised training on massive corpora of text sourced from
the internet, removing the need for labeled datasets. In light of
the remarkable success of general-purpose LLMs, Code LLMs
have been extensively studied as code generation is exactly
like text generation. These models are trained on code corpus
(perhaps containing related natural languages). For example,
DeepSeek-Coder [41] is trained on 2 trillion tokens crawled
from GitHub and StackExchange, where 87% are code and
10% are code-related text.

LLMs are typically used with a prompt–an instruction to an
LLM, initializing the LLM to perform inference and generate
text until the model encounters a predetermined stop word or
surpasses its designated maximum word limit. Through the
deliberate construction of prompts, i.e., prompt engineering,
researchers have harnessed the capabilities of models for a
myriad of tasks without necessitating retraining or fine-tuning.
In this paper, we adopt GPT4 [42] for automated debugging
via prompt engineering. GPT4 is a state-of-the-art LLM with
advanced understanding and reasoning capabilities in both
natural languages and code.

III. MOTIVATION

This section motivates FixAgent, an LLM-based unified
debugging framework empowered by rubber ducking. Our
motivation centers on three challenges of existing debugging
tools: imperfect fault localization, complex bug repair, and
context ignorance, as introduced in §I Introduction.

A. Imperfect Fault Localization

Imperfect FL results include wrong and missing locations.
Such imperfection can considerably affect the downstream
repair.= Firstly, FL tools can incorrectly identify non-buggy
code as the source of the error, making the repair approach
generate patches that are not only unnecessary but could also
introduce new errors. As reported in [19], even state-of-the-art
FL approaches suffer from low accuracy. Prior techniques can
only achieve less than 22.3%, and 46.3% real faulty statements
are ranked as the top-1 and top-5 suspicious ones, respectively,
on the real-world dataset Defects4J V1.2.0 [43]. The result is
far from satisfactory, and the patch space established based
on such FL results can be problematic. The overwhelming
majority of APR tools are confined to replacing the identified
statements with those produced by APR, potentially assuming
perfect localization is easily available. Such an assumption is
unrealistic and affects the debugging performance.

Moreover, FL tools may miss faulty statements. First, most
FL and APR tools assume that each program only contains one

bug existing in an existing code statement [44]. This is because
1) identifying multi-line bugs and making edits at multiple and
non-contiguous locations is especially challenging [45]; and 2)
APR tools often rely on spectrum-based FL, which can only
isolate single-line bugs [46]. Second, failing case-dependent
FL cannot identify bugs caused by non-existing statements.
Such methods count the execution times of a certain statement,
so they have difficulties finding missing conditions. However,
real-world bugs are complex and diverse, which may be multi-
line or missing-line, calling for more sophisticated debugging
to mitigate the threat of localization imperfection.

B. Complex Logic Bug Fixing

The emergence of LLMs shed light on a potential solution
to debugging. A single LLM can already complete debugging.
It simply regards debugging as producing tokens of a repair by
calculating the probabilities from left to right, conditioned on
the buggy program. A recent study comprehensively evaluates
the debugging capability of LLMs [47]. It prompts LLMs to fix
a buggy program without any other prior knowledge. Results
show that the most advanced model, GPT4, can achieve
comparable performance with humans on LeetCode, an online
programming platform, submissions. However, LLMs still face
huge difficulties in fixing logic errors, and even runtime
information of failing cases is unhelpful for such errors.

Description (Codeforces 108C) 
…Given the number of houses, pipes, and the diameter of 
each pipe going from one house a to another, !nd the 
maximal amount of water, where the pipe diameters limit 
the water conveyed from a tank to its tap. Each house has 
a tank or tap sending or receiving water, respectively.

Complex Logic error

Correct repair

Buggy program in Code!aws
2  int n, p; int tank[1001],tap[1001],d[1001]; 
27 int process(){ 
28   int i,j,count=0; 
29   if(p==0) return count; 
30   for(i=1;i<=n;i++){ 
31     if(tank[i]==0) count ++; 
32     j=i; 
33     while(tank[j]!=0){… 
38       if(j==i) break;} 
39    } 
40    return count; 
41 } 
42 int main(int argc, char *argv[]){…}

31   −  if(tank[i]==0) count ++;

40   +  for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 
41   +    if(tank[i]==0 && tap[i]!=0) count++;

Repair made by GPT4, given bug locations
31   −  if(tank[i]==0) count ++;

31   +  if(tank[i] == 0 && d[i] > 0) count++;

Fig. 1: Complex bug fixing is still challenging for LLMs.

We also observe a similar phenomenon. Figure 1 displays
a complex program with a logic bug and the wrong repair
of GPT4. The wrong repair can pass most test cases but fail
to calculate the number of tank-tap pairs given three houses
and only one pipe, a corner case. The key to this problem
is to construct a directional chain using nodes and edges to



represent the water-related objects, a thought of abstracting
complex real-world systems into code. Such insight require-
ment goes beyond language understanding and is challenging
to LLMs. Thus, simply applying LLMs cannot meet the
growing demand for complex software debugging, motivating
us to create designs that better unleash their capability.

C. Context Ignorance

Successful debugging requires a deep understanding of not
just the syntax but the semantic purpose of code. However,
existing APR tools focus on source code and test outcomes
only, ignoring the important program contexts such as the in-
tended functionality, the data flow, and the expected behaviors.
Figure 2 presents a repair generated by an advanced APR tool.
This repair is also regarded as “ground-truth” provided by the
dataset Codeflaws. Yet, it ignores the variable scope, so it
failed when m ≥ 99, where the array a cannot hold the whole
input sequence. If the condition is slightly and reasonably
changed, for example, m ≤ 90, the repair is correct. Without
knowing the condition m ≤ 100, even an omniscient APR tool
has trouble producing a correct repair. This case highlights the
importance of program contexts. Programming is a problem-
solving task, so we should conduct context-aware program
debugging for real-world software.

Description (CodeForce 357 A) 
Find an integer  
that divides a given sequence …

k (1 ≤ k ≤ n, 2 ≤ n ≤ 100)
(c1, c2, . . . cn)

Repair of CURE (also “ground-truth”) 

Buggy program in Code!aws

1  int main(int argc, char *argv[]){ 
2    int i,j,n,x,y,s[100],a[100]; 
3    … 
7    for(I=1;i<=n;i++){… 
10         printf("%d",i+1); 
11         exit(1); 
12   }}} 
13   printf("0"); 
14   return 0; 
15 } 

11    −  exit(1);

11    +  return 0;

Correct repair

11    −  exit(1);

11    +  return 0;

2     −  int i,j,n,x,y,s[100],a[100];

2     +  int i,j,n,x,y,s[102],a[102];

Context

Fig. 2: The repair made by an APR tool (also regarded as
correct in the dataset) ignores the variable scope requirement.

Insight: LLMs have the potential for unified debug-
ging but face challenges of bug localization imperfec-
tion, complex error fixing, and context ignorance. They
motivate us to create designs to unleash the debugging
capabilities of LLMs. We propose to adopt rubber
ducking to boost LLMs just like developers.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This section introduces the key ideas behind FixAgent, our
LLM-based unified debugging framework. Figure 3 displays
the overview of FixAgent, consisting of three specialized
agents serving as bug localizer, patch generator, and post-
error reviewer, respectively (§IV-A). Each agent employs the
design of intermediate variable tracking (§IV-B) and receives
the constructed program contexts (§IV-C). There is an extra
LLM agent, crafter (§IV-D1), generating test inputs beyond the
human-written test suite to mitigate the overfitting issue (i.e.,
generated patches by previous APR tools may not generalize
on other test cases). If the generated patch is not plausible,
we re-sample the fixer agent with feedback, which contains
failing information (§IV-D2).

A. Specialized Agent Synergy

We specialize three LLM agents, each responsible for a
stage in debugging separately: fault localization (localizer),
patch generation (repairer), and post-error analysis (revisitor).
Localizer identifies faulty code statements. It can even point
out missing statements and label them in the buggy program
like “<INFILL> // missing this line causes a
bug”. Repairer aims to generate an executable and correct
patch. Revisitor analyzes why the original code was buggy and
the rationale behind the patch. The agents work sequentially.
Each agent passes its response to the downstream agent, and
responses from these agents make up the final response.

Each prompt is a triplet consisting of a role profile, program
specifications, and instructions. First, each agent is promoted
with a clear role profile for task-oriented role-playing. LLMs
can act like an expected agent if given detailed role descrip-
tions [48]. A role profile consists of an expert identification
and an agent description. Expert identification determines
the role of an agent, e.g., “You are an expert in identi-
fying specific faulty code elements.” The agent description
introduces the specific task objective, e.g., “Your task is to
fix buggy code snippets.” The role profile is followed by
program specifications, including the buggy program, failing
test case information, program contexts, and the response from
the previous agent(s), if applicable. For example, we prompt
the revisitor with identified bug locations generated by the
localizer and a repair produced by the repairer. Afterward, we
underline the task objective and provide detailed step-by-step
instructions. For example, the repairer has the objective of
returning the patch with an explanation in the desired format.
It should carry out a series of steps: context comprehending,
program analysis (including variable tracking introduced in



Next-loop
Description, 
Examples…

LLM  
Localizer

LLM 
Repairer

Issue Analysis

Failing Cases Run Results

LLM 
Revisitor

Buggy 
Program

Repair
<Instructions>  
Steps: 1.Analyze the 
code against failing 
test cases… 2.Track key 
variable values at 
critical points… Explain 
how the tracking helps  
you obtain the answer…

Best solution

LLM 
Crafter

New 
Inputs

External 
Checker

Expected 
Outputs

Buggy Lines

Specialized Prompt Return <repair, 
analysis> to user

<Role Profile>  
You are an expert in…

<Specification> 

Fig. 3: Overview of FixAgent.

§IV-B) against the failing cases, making minimal changes for
a patch, and double-checking the identified buggy statements.

The downstream agent relies on upstream results while
influencing them in turn. If the repairer generates a plausible
patch that changes code statements different from the identified
ones, the localizer also adjusts its results based on such
changes, though it can also present the original responses
upon user demand. Similarly, the analyzer may contain a
better patch to boost the repairer or wiser localization, en-
abling answer adjusting for the localizer. Besides, our pipeline
enables FixAgent to handle multiple programs in parallel,
like an assembly line. The final answer returned to the user
comes from their synergy, consisting of the identified buggy
statements, the patch, and the post-error analysis.

B. Intermediate Variable Tracking

We prompt each agent to track critical intermediate variable
values against failed test cases and compare them to expected
outcomes. Such prompting is positioned in the instructions
mentioned in the previous section. Each agent is requested to
explicitly present such tracking in its response, accompanied
by a comprehensive explanation of how it facilitates the
derivation of its answer. This design is inspired by the rubber
ducking, using explanations to enhance programming. Com-
pared with requiring line-by-line explanations as the original
rubber ducking does, our design prioritizes information with
significant impact on the program’s behavior, such as the core
logic executions and states, helping LLM to concentrate on the
parts that are most likely to influence the outcome, making
it easier to identify and solve errors. It also corresponds to
chain-of-thought (CoT) [32], whose idea is that decomposing
a complex question into pieces can improve the reasoning
capability of LLMs, and even simply adding “think it step
by step” can lead to significant improvement. Our tracking
design allows LLMs to decompose a complex program with
multiple logic modules into several intermediate states and
conduct extra calculations during debugging.

Moreover, this design enhances the transparency of LLM
decision-making. We can see how an agent reaches its answer,
enabling potential human interactions. For example, in a
dynamic programming problem, developers can ask the model
to focus on the state transfer equation and edge conditions.
Even if the agent cannot eventually generate a correct repair,
the thinking path will still provide insights to developers. Such
interpretation also helps win the trust of developers.

C. Context Construction

FixAgent mines two aspects of the program context, i.e.,
requirements and dependencies. First, for programs with de-
tailed documentation, we adopt descriptions of the program
functionality, input/output format, precision requirement, and
other related information to clarify the expected behavior of
the program. If the program implements a well-known algo-
rithm without documentation, we request a general LLM (may
not be the base model of FixAgent) to introduce the algorithm
given its name (usually the function name in the program).
The introduction serves as a requirement description. Second,
we parse the dependencies of the buggy program and extract
the code of these dependent files. The extracted code is put
on to the top of the program. This operation, though simple,
can work well by ensuring LLMs handles the dependent code
first and then the buggy program, as most LLMs deal with
tokens from left to right and are trained on file-level code.
These two strategies can construct an informative context for
the program.

D. Secondary Designs

1) Test input generation: We specialize an extra agent,
crafter, for test case generation beyond the human-written test
cases. It is launched when a plausible patch is generated to
mitigate the overfitting issue, i.e., plausible repairs generated
by APR tools pass given test cases but cannot generalize on
others, especially for test-dependent APR tools [49].

We also follow the ⟨profile-specification-instruction⟩ triplet
format to prompt crafter. In the specification, the plausible
repair replaces the buggy program. Plus, it contains some



given test cases to let crafter work in a few-shot manner
because studies have shown that LLMs can perform new
tasks well from a few examples [50]. In the instruction,
crafter is asked to divergently think of diverse test cases that
differ from given cases, aiming to reveal semantic flaws and
boundary condition issues, especially prioritizing boundary
values (maximum/minimum), repetitive inputs, and edge cases.
crafter also explains the rationale behind test cases to a
rubber duck. This guides crafter to mine diversified unusual
inputs and encourages long test inputs. Specifically, LLMs
have a maximum token limit for a query and response,
but we desire to generate extremely long inputs to uncover
potential issues. This can be achieved from the explanations.
For example, an input “1000 10000 \n 1000 999 ...
1\n1 2 ... 10000” is generated in an abbreviated form
to save tokens and cannot be processed by the program. Still,
we can extend it to a valid input with its explanation “1000
employees, 10000 applications, ....”

Note that we need external efforts to calculate the expected
outputs of the generated inputs to obtain test cases. We do not
use LLMs for such calculation because they are not good at
arithmetic problem-solving [40] and are unsuitable to serve as
a standard criterion. In practice, developers can calculate the
expected outputs for the insightful generated inputs.

2) Feedback-supported re-sampling: Errors are inevitable
in debugging. We adopt a feedback-supported design to reduce
wrong repairs. If FixAgent generates an implausible patch,
we re-sample FixAgent to get another patch, prompted with
feedback of failing test information in a conversational man-
ner, inspired by [28]. Assume we allow for m samples at
most to fix a buggy program c0. The i-th sampled patch is
denoted by ci, and ck∗ passes the most (but not all) test cases
among {c1, ..., ci<m}. To generate ci+1, we add ck∗ and its
failing information fk∗ (i.e., feedback) to the specifications
in the prompt. Thus, the prompt contains [c0, f0, ck∗, fk∗] for
each re-sampling time. After sampling m times or obtaining
a plausible repair, ck∗ that passes the most (or all) test cases
serves as the final solution.

This design aligns FixAgent with previous APR tools, which
usually sample thousands of candidate patches. Notably, our
strategy is different from [28], which keeps one conversation
going until reaching a plausible fix, so the prompt contains all
repairs and their failing information. Instead, we only input
one repair and its feedback for one sampling, avoiding the
possibility of extending the token window of an LLM. Lastly,
the best repair with bug-fix analysis will be returned to the
user. Users can also request the specific response of any agent,
including the corresponding answer and explanation.

V. EVALUATION

• RQ1: How does FixAgent compare against state-of-the-art
APR tools and base LLMs?

• RQ2: How capable is FixAgent in different LLMs and how
does FixAgent make improvement on its base model?

• RQ3: How does each design contribute to FixAgent?

A. Experiment Setup
We compare FixAgent with advanced APR approaches and

general LLMs on public databases with pairs of bug-fix. The
comparison refers to APR metrics, using the number of plausi-
ble patches and correct patches, as well as the correctness rate
(the correct patch count over generated plausible patches) to
gauge the effectiveness of FixAgent. This is because our work
is the first unified debugging framework, and the eventual goal
is to obtain a correct and executable repair.

1) Datasets: We use three datasets for evaluation.
• Codeflaws [37] consists of 3902 faulty programs (2952 one-

line bugs) and their corresponding repairs written in C col-
lected from Codeforces, an online programming platform.
These bugs are classified into 40 classes, including control
flow, data flow, function call, pointer, variable type, etc.

• QuixBugs [36] consists of 40 faulty programs in Java and
Python. Each program implements a classic algorithm in
one function with a one-line defect. The bugs involve
incorrect operators, variables, and field dereferences, as
well as missing conditions, arithmetic expressions, etc.

• ConDefects [51] consists of 1254 Java and 1625 Python
faulty programs covering diverse task difficulties, sourced
from AtCoder, an online programming competition plat-
form. Each faulty program is paired with its repair.

The Codeflaws and QuixBugs are widely used in previous
studies, whereas ConDefects is recently collected, making
it impossible for direct data leakage in the training data
of existing popular LLMs. Since no studies have reported
experimental results on this new dataset and repairing all of
the faulty programs is especially expensive, we sample 300
faulty programs for each programming language and only use
them to compare FixAgent against base LLMs in RQ2 (§V-C).

2) Baselines: We compare FixAgent against 16 baselines,
including 10 APR tools and 6 base LLMs. APR methods
include three advanced C tools (Angelix [14], Prophet [52],
SPR [53], CVC4 [54]), two genetic programming-based tech-
niques (Semfix [13], GenProg [10], [11]), two recent NMT-
based approaches (CoCoNuT [21], CURE [22]), and an LLM-
based method (AlphaRepair [27]). We adopt the results re-
ported by their original papers and follow-up surveys [24],
[49], [55]. LLM baselines include three general-purpose mod-
els (Gemini [56], ChatGPT [57], GPT4 [42]) and three code
LLMs (DeepSeek-Coder [41], CodeLlama [58], Codex [59]).
We also use the reported results of Codex since OpenAI no
longer supports it. Other LLM baselines are implemented
via their official APIs, whose versions are Gemini 1.0-Pro,
GPT-3.5-Turbo-0125 (about 175 billion parameters, i.e., 175B,
for simplicity), GPT-4-0125-preview, DeepSeek-Coder-Base
(33B), and Phind-CodeLlama-V2 (34B), respectively.

3) Implementations: A single base LLM performs the
whole debugging process without our designs. To ensure a
fair comparison, we replace the variable tracking prompt with
“Think it step by step,” a well-known prompt enhancing the
reasoning ability of LLMs [32]. We also retain the program
specifications when prompting the base models. Plus, FixA-
gent is implemented by Python3.9 with 1500+ lines of code.



TABLE I: Comparison with APR tools and base LLMs. #Correct and #Plausible represent the number of bugs correctly and
plausibly patched, respectively. #Patch/bug is the sampling number per bug. Cells filled in by (x, y) represent x patches out
of y sampled bugs. Other cells are obtained on the whole dataset.

Fault
Localization Tools #Patch/bug Codeflaws-C (3902 bugs) QuixBugs-Java (40 bugs) QuixBugs-Python (40 bugs)

#Correct #Plausible #Correct #Plausible #Correct #Plausible

Standard

Angelix [14] 1000 318 591 - - - -
Prophet [52] 1000 310 839 - - - -

SPR [53] 1000 283 783 - - - -
CVC4 [54] - (15, 665) (91, 665) - - - -
Semfix [13] - (38, 665) (56, 655) - - - -

Perfect

GenProg [10], [11] 1000 255-369 1423 1 4 - -
RewardRepair [60] 200 - - 20 - - -

CoCoNuT [21] 20000 423 716 13 20 19 21
CURE [22] 5,000 - - 26 35 - -

AlphaRepair [27] 5000 - - 28 30 27 32
Codex [59] 600 - - 32 35 37 37

None⋆

CodeLlama [58] 3 91† 1353 25 28 33 33
Gemini [56] 3 89† 1186 29 32 29 35

DeepSeek-Coder [41] 3 93† 1741 30 34 25 38
ChatGPT [57] 3 94† 1927 33 34 34 36

GPT4 [42] 3 93† 2115 35 36 39 39
FixAgent 3 93† 2701 39 39 40 40

⋆ For LLMs understanding both code and natural languages, no fault localization information is provided for unified debugging.
† We randomly select 100 plausible patches to check their correctness because of the huge number of plausible patches.

Following prior work [27], the generation uses the top-p
nucleus sampling [61] with p = 1.0 and temperature = 1.

Previous APR usually generates hundreds to thousands of
patches per bug, whereas we only sample at most three times
per bug for LLM baselines due to the high cost of token gen-
eration. Comparing thousands of samples (APR studies) with
only three samples (LLM baselines) seems unfair. Neverthe-
less, we follow the tradition of sampling only several times in
code generation evaluation on LLMs [62], and the performance
of LLMs is already incredible. For evaluation purposes, we
manually check the plausible patches. A patch is correct only
when semantically equivalent to its corresponding reference
patch or official answer in the programming contest platform.
We carefully check the correctness of each plausible patch of
QuixBugs and 100 sampled plausible patches of Codeflaws
in RQ1. We do not check all patches of Codeflaws because
1) LLMs and FixAgent generate too many (thousands of)
plausible patches, so it is extremely time-consuming to check
them one by one; and 2) without ground-truth fault locations,
these LLMs rewrite programs and change code statements,
for example, replacing multiple “if else” by “switch case”,
making it very different to manually check the correctness.
Thus, we follow [21] to check sampled patches and report the
correctness rate instead of the correct patch counts.

B. RQ1: Overall Effectiveness of FixAgent

This section presents the overall comparison between Fix-
Agent and baselines on Codeflaws and QuixBugs among C,
Java, and Python. Since different APR approaches adopted
different FL tools, we separate them according to the FL types
adopted by their original papers, where standard FL refers to a
traditional spectrum-based FL. Perfect FL assumes a APR tool

knows the ground-truth bug locations, though it is unrealistic.
Our work aims at an end-to-end solution without knowing the
bug locations, so we do not provide FL results to our method
and the base LLM baselines (i.e., None for the first column).

The results are shown in Table I. Overall, FixAgent plau-
sibly patches 2780 out of 3982 bugs on Codeflaws and
QuixBugs, performing the best compared to all baselines. In
particular, on the Codeflaws dataset, FixAgent significantly
outperforms existing APR methods and LLMs. It produces
1.9X plausible patches as the best APR method, GenProg.
Moreover, it improves the correctness rate by 57.42% com-
pared to that of CoCoNuT, which correctly fixes the most
bugs among APR methods. We can also roughly estimate
that FixAgent correctly fixes about 2512 bugs based on the
correctness rate. Moreover, FixAgent outperforms all com-
pared approaches on QuixBugs. It correctly fixes 39 bugs in
QuixBugs-Java, 7 of which have never been fixed before. Fix-
Agent correctly fixes all bugs in QuixBugs-Python, showing
superiority over all baselines. Figure 4 displays an example
bug of QuixBugs that is uniquely fixed by FixAgent. The
bug wrongly returns an empty array, but it is desired as a
nested empty array. It is difficult to fix by traditional and
learning-based APR because it requires adding multi-line edits,
which simple modifications cannot achieve, and goes beyond
typical bug-fix templates. Since QuixBugs only contains very
brief descriptions of the programs, the debugging method
must abstract the desired returning format from other returning
statements in the program or the failing information (if any),
requiring a comprehensive overview and deep analysis of the
program. In fact, even FixAgent generates the correct patch
upon the original failing test that triggers returning an empty
set nested with an array. Note that FixAgent fixes four extra



bugs in QuixBugs compared with its base model GPT4. We
will discuss the reasons in RQ2 (§V-C).

+  baseCase.add(new ArrayList<>()); // Fixed: now 
correctly returns a list containing an empty list

−  return new ArrayList();

+  ArrayList<ArrayList<Integer>> baseCase = new 
ArrayList<>();

Java repair

+  return baseCase;

Fig. 4: Example of bug fixed by FixAgent in QuixBugs.

Furthermore, we find that LLMs achieve much better per-
formance than traditional and NMT-based APR tools, with
respect to both plausible patch generation and correctness
rate, similar to previous findings [24]. LLMs achieve such
results even without knowing fault locations, while APR
baselines assume perfect FL or use a FL tool to facilitate
repair generation. Even the worst-performing LLM baseline,
Gemini, achieves comparable results to the best traditional
tool, GenProg. We attribute this to the capabilities of LLMs
in understanding the semantics and contexts of code. LLMs
can leverage the knowledge learned from previous source
code to understand the program semantics and requirements
deeply, enabling them to fix not only syntactic errors but
also semantic errors that previous approaches might miss,
especially when the bug does not correspond to predefined
rules or templates that most APR baselines rely on. Besides,
LLMs more fully embody superiority on Codeflaws. This is
because Codeflaws challenges require a deeper understanding
of real-world contexts and conditions under which programs
are written, demanding more context understanding. Every
program in Codeflaws is written to solve a certain question
described in natural languages connected with the real world,
while QuixBugs consists of classic algorithms with one-line
bugs that are more easily repaired by systematic modifications.

FixAgent performs the best among LLM-based methods.
We attribute this to our designs. LLM competitors conduct
the whole debugging (or patch generation of AlphaRepair)
in one turn, while FixAgent divides this complex task into
several steps and requires explicit explanations focusing on
crucial information. We instantiate agents to conduct different
stages of debugging separately. Each agent can focus on its
own and produce better results, so their synergy delivers
better debugging performance. In addition, we prompt the
agents to pay attention to key variables. Intuitively, if the
program’s output does not conform to the expected, the bug
usually appears before its final printing statement (though
there are printing bugs, they are easy to fix), manifested by
the intermediate values of variables, especially those in key
logic expressions. Our prompt forces the agents to conduct
reasoning along the program’s logic execution path, making
bugs easily revealed.

Note that the debugging results on QuixBugs among LLMs
are very close, so we omit it in the following RQs. This is
because 1) QuixBugs programs implement classic algorithms
with single-line bugs that are relatively easy to fix, and 2)

LLMs may have been trained on these algorithm implementa-
tions, so they deliver remarkable results due to data leakage.

C. RQ2: Using different LLMs with FixAgent
We evaluate the capability of FixAgent using different

base LLMs on ConDefects, collected after the LLM releases,
making it impossible to compose the training data, thereby
avoiding data leakage. Table II shows the results, where
FixAgent-[model] indicates we only replace the original GPT4
with [model] without changing designs; x/y in each cell
denotes correctly fixing x bugs and plausibly patching y
bugs. FixAgent can correctly fix 115–205 bugs and plausi-
bly patch 124–207 bugs out of the sampled 300 Java bugs
using different LLMs. It can also fix 89–163 and patch 99–
168 Python bugs. The results indicate that FixAgent can
work effectively with various base LLMs, though influenced
by their capabilities. FixAgent with a larger model should
perform better in experience, but FixAgent-DeepSeek-Coder
outperforms FixAgent-ChatGPT and FixAgent-Gemini, while
Gemini and ChatGPT have much larger model sizes. We
attribute this to the specialized training data and objective
of DeepSeek-Coder. DeepSeek-Coder is a code LLM trained
on a real-world code corpus, making it proficient at coding-
related tasks, including debugging. Though DeepSeek-Coder
and CodeLlama are code LLM with similar model sizes,
FixAgent-DeepSeek-Coder outperforms FixAgent-CodeLlama
considerably. Their inherent coding ability gap can explain
this. As reported in [41], DeepSeek-Coder performs much
better than CodeLlama on solving programming contests. The
debugging performance of LLM is strongly related to its
coding ability, considering that debugging can be regarded as
generating a correct program prompted by a buggy one.
TABLE II: Effectiveness of FixAgent using different LLMs.

Models ConDefects-Java ConDefects-Python
300 bugs 300 bugs

FixAgent-CodeLlama 115/124 94/105
FixAgent-Gemini 124/131 89/99

FixAgent-DeepSeek-Coder 161/165 131/138
FixAgent-ChatGPT 158/162 152/154

FixAgent-GPT4 (original) 205/207 163/168

We also evaluate how FixAgent improves its base model on
Codeflaws, as shown in Table III, where we sample 300 bugs
in this evaluation for efficiency. Compared to its base models,
FixAgent plausibly patches 17–35 more bugs and correctly
fixes 12–33 more bugs. Among all compared pairs, FixAgent
improves the most on GPT4, increasing correctly and plausibly
patched bugs by 33 and 35, respectively. Overall, applying
FixAgent can make a 20% improvement on the original LLM,
on average. This enhancement highlights the effectiveness of
our designs that significantly improve the debugging abilities
of LLMs in a non-invasive manner without any re-training or
fine-tuning, demonstrating our insight that LLMs can benefit
from software principles, such as rubber ducking.

D. RQ3: Ablation Studies on FixAgent
This section studies the contribution of each design to

FixAgent. Table IV shows the results. Each row represents



TABLE III: Improvement made by FixAgent compared to
its base model under different LLMs on 300 samples in
Codeflaws.

Models Codeflaws-C, sampled 300 bugs

Base Model (CoT) Applying FixAgent

CodeLlama 105/108 137/142
Gemini 87/93 107/119

DeepSeek-Coder 130/134 142/151
ChatGPT 175/176 196/198

GPT4 (original) 223/227 256/262

removing one design, the decrease in the number of correct or
plausible generated patches. FixAgent w/o multi-agent uses
GPT4 to conduct the whole debugging process. FixAgent
w/o tracking replaces the key variable tracking prompt with
a simple “Think it step by step.” FixAgent w/o context
removes program descriptions, input/output examples, and
code of the dependent files. FixAgent w/o feedback repeatedly
samples FixAgent three times independently without failing
information.

TABLE IV: Ablation study results of FixAgent.

Models Codeflaws-C, 300 bugs
#Correct #Plausible

FixAgent w/o multi-agent -28 -28
FixAgent w/o tracking -38 -37
FixAgent w/o context -112 -112

FixAgent w/o feedback -5 -4

We find that context construction contributes the most
to FixAgent. Removing contexts reduces the correctly fixed
bugs by 122. This highlights the significance of contexts in
debugging as they provide the potential to understand the
underlying problem domain, infer the intended functionality,
and apply appropriate repair. Such degradation also illustrates
why LLMs significantly outperform APR tools even without
perfect fault localization, as shown in RQ1 (§V-B).

The second important design is variable tracking. FixAgent
generates 37 and 38 fewer plausible and correct patches,
respectively, without tracking. The foundation of this advance-
ment is the enhancement of error diagnosis and reduction of
reasoning overload in LLMs. By verbally articulating the role
and expected behavior of each variable, LLMs are more likely
to pinpoint discrepancies between expected and actual out-
comes, facilitating a targeted approach to repair, mirroring the
effective rubber ducking strategy. Furthermore, the structured
explanation reduces the model’s reasoning overload. Tradi-
tional CoT prompting, while effective in encouraging step-
by-step reasoning, does not inherently prioritize information
in a way that minimizes reasoning strain. Instead, our strategy
streamlines the process of LLMs in analyzing the program
logic. Using one agent to replace multi-agent synergy has a
similar negative effect, which reduces 28 plausible and correct
fixes. The division of labor mirrors a well-established principle
in software: specialization, which forces each agent to focus
on its own task and reduces cognitive load.

The least useful design is feedback-supported re-sampling.
Though the added feedback provides more information, it

expands the dialogue window, and the model must allocate its
finite attention span to this new information, potentially at the
expense of other critical details. This trade-off may explain
why the additional feedback does not significantly enhance
the debugging capability of LLMs compared to independent
sampling, as our results show.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Limitations

1) Ceiling Improvement: Though FixAgent significantly
improves the debugging performance of multiple LLMs, its ef-
fectiveness is intrinsically tied to the foundational capabilities
of the base model. Indeed, our method can not fundamentally
alter the intrinsic capabilities of LLMs; instead, it optimizes
their existing skills within a proportional range. For example,
FixAgent improves Gemini by plausibly and correctly fixing
26 and 17 more bugs on Codeflaws, but its performance
is still poorer than the simple application of GPT4. Thus,
models with inherently limited debugging abilities will not
experience a significant leap in performance using FixAgent
despite improvements. The ceiling enhancement is ultimately
bounded by the capabilities of the LLM itself. Hence, we
adopt GPT4 as the default base model due to its advanced
performance in a broad range of cognitive tasks [63], though
FixAgent is compatible with any LLM.

2) External Test Output Calculation: We introduce an extra
agent for test input generation to mitigate the overfitting prob-
lem, but it cannot directly calculate the corresponding expected
outputs or test oracles, where a test oracle is a set of assertions
that should pass when the program behaves as expected. This
is primarily due to the intrinsic probabilistic mechanisms of
LLMs, making it challenging to accurately deliver precise
answers to computational questions. Addressing such prob-
lems akin to mathematical reasoning represents one of the
significant challenges faced by LLMs. Our approach cannot
overcome their inherent limitations; therefore, additional infor-
mation, such as correct code or manually computed answers,
must be introduced to obtain the outputs for generated inputs
and form complete test cases.

B. Threats to Validity

Internal First, we share the same major internal threat to
validity with previous LLMs-based coding-related techniques
where the training data of closed-sourced LLMs may overlap
with our evaluation datasets. Since we do not have access
to the training data, we mitigate this threat from three steps.
1) We choose a recently collected dataset (ConDefects) for
evaluation proposed to mitigate the data leakage problem of
LLMs as its collection is posterior to the model release.
2) The other two datasets we use are believed to be not
part of the training data as discussed in [24] because 1)
they have a low number of stars on GitHub, and 2) they
focus on classic algorithms (QuixBugs) and programming
assignments (Codeflaws) that do not belong to larger real-
world projects. 3) RQ2 V-C demonstrates that our framework
significantly improves the debugging effectiveness compared



with its base LLM, where the improvement is orthogonal to
the data leakage issue. Second, we cannot directly determine
the correct patches and rely on manual validation of plausible
patches. For Codeflaws and ConDefects, we have to check
a sampled subset of the patches because of their huge size.
To mitigate this threat, we carefully validate the randomly
sampled patches and all the patches for QuixBugs. Also,
we generate more inputs using the crafter agent to test the
plausible patches.

External Threat The main external threat lies in the eval-
uation dataset, where the superiority of FixAgent may not
generalize to other datasets, especially for those less widely
used programming languages that have less open-source code
data for LLM training. To mitigate this, we compare our
method against advanced baselines, including both general
LLMs and APR approaches on five benchmarks in three
datasets, covering three programming languages. Experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of FixAgent among all these
benchmarks. We will also evaluate our approach to more
datasets across more diverse programming languages in the
future.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Debugging

Spectrum-based and mutation-based are twopopular FLtech-
niques. Spectrum-based tools [4]–[6] calculate the suspicious-
ness scores of each line of code based on the correlation
between the execution of a code line and the occurrence of test
failures. However, it relies solely on test coverage data, specif-
ically the binary distinction of whether a test case executes a
code line. This reliance implicitly assumes that all test cases
contribute equally to uncovering faults, which oversimplifies
the complex nature of software errors. Mutation-based [7]–
[9] mitigates the above limitation by implementing simple
modifications on the buggy program based on pre-defined rules
(mutation operators), such as altering a conditional statement
from equality (==) to inequality (!=), thereby creating variants
of the program that slightly differ from the original buggy
one. However, its efficacy is contingent upon the ability to
generate meaningful mutants for each code element under
scrutiny. Learning-based FL tools learn program behaviors
from rich data sources, including code coverage matrix [16],
statement-level calls [64], structural intricacies [17], or their
combination [18] via multiple types of neural networks. A
recent advancement, LLMAO [19], proposes to parse Abstract
Syntax Tree and utilizes LLMs to achieve test-free FL with
high confidence.

APR techniques can be broadly categorized into search-
based and generate-and-validate (G&V)-based. Search-based
employs meta-heuristic search algorithms, such as genetic
programming [10]–[12], to find suitable solutions by explor-
ing the space of possible patches. The patch space can be
built by fix synthesis through syntactic code modifications
and human-defined or automatically mined templates. Such
approaches assume that the correct expression exists in the
program or a pre-defined template set, limiting their wider

applications [65]. G&V APR [13], [14] aims to generate
patches logically and semantically coherent with the intended
functionality. Traditional G&V methods represent the repair
process as an explicit specification inference [66]. Recent
studies regard it as a translation from faulty code to correct
code using NMT, such as CoCoNuT [21], CURE [22], and
RewardRepair [60]. Despite their effectiveness, they rely on
bug-fixing training datasets usually crawled from commits
of open-source repositories, which may contain irrelevant
changes. To filter such noise, NMT tools are usually trained on
small commit data, limiting their ability to fix more diverse
bugs. Researchers have explored directly applying LLMs in
APR using an infilling paradigm [24], [27], showing promising
results. However, they still struggle to fix complex bugs
requiring a deep understanding of program contexts or logic.

Unified debugging is a pioneer concept [39] that aims to
unify FL and APR to boost both areas. A recent study [67]
has shown that FL can benefit from 16 different APR systems.
However, existing studies only consider the contribution to FL
made by APR. We are the first to propose a unified framework
enabling end-to-end debugging, where stages of the debugging
have an interactional rather than determined relationship.

B. Large Language Models

LLMs have revolutionized the field of software development
with their rapid advancement. LLMs are trained on vast
amounts of text data, enabling them to understand and generate
human-like text [41], [42]. Existing studies have shown that
a well-crafted prompt can lead to accurate, insightful, and
useful domain-specific text generation [32], [68]. In addition to
general-purpose LLMs [42], [56], [57], code LLMs are mainly
trained on source code data, such as Codex [59], DeepSeek-
Coder [41], and CodeLlama [58]. These models are proposed
to automate and streamline software engineering, enhance
productivity, and reduce human errors. Many studies have
investigated their capability on coding tasks, including code
generation [62], APR [24], [33], [47], and test generation [69].
On top of the direct application of APR [24], recent studies
have researched prompt engineering [27], [28], [70]–[73] or
the combination of other techniques [19], [25], [69] to better
unleash the capability of LLMs. For example, Repilot [25]
copilots the LLMs via a code completion engine to synthesize
more valid patches. AlphaRepair [27] proposes the first cloze-
style APR approach that directly prompts LLMs to predict
the correct code given context information with faulty code
masked. A recent code generator [70] asks the LLM to explain
the generated code line-by-line as rubber ducking, achieving
promising performance. InferFix [73] augmented the prompt
by incorporating similar fixes identified in a historical database
of bugs through a dense retrieval model.

Our method, FixAgent, provides an end-to-end solution for
automated debugging with high effectiveness. It performs a
universal prompt design inspired by rubber ducking, which can
significantly improve the debugging ability of LLMs in a non-
intrusive style without any retraining/fine-tuning or historical
bug-fix information. FixAgent shows that LLMs can benefit



from general software engineering principles recognized by
developers, potentially besides rubber ducking.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We propose FixAgent, the first unified debugging frame-
work via LLM agent synergy. It conducts fault localization,
patch generation, and post-error analysis in an end-to-end
manner. Our insight is that LLMs can benefit from software
engineering principles recognized by developers. Thus, we
follow the principle of rubber duck debugging-explaining the
code in detail to create novel designs that unleash the de-
bugging capability of LLMs and mitigate previous challenges.
The evaluation of two widely used datasets demonstrates
the superiority of FixAgent over APR tools and LLM-based
competitors, and extra experiments on recently collected data
(avoiding data leakage) further show our generalization and
effectiveness in debugging compared with base LLMs. Our
code and generated patches are publicly available for further
research and reproduction.
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